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	Page 1: Too wet to get out in your vegetable garden?  These dark winter days are a good time to start planning next year’s plot.  Those shiny seed catalogs have been arriving in the mail with tempting new varieties to try, but make a plan before you start ordering!Good garden plans involve deciding what to plant and how much, where to plant and when to start.  The answers to these questions are interdependent; what and how much to plant obviously depend on our family’s tastes and size, but space and time available are  limiting factors and timing of crops can  affect the amount of vegetables we can raise.The traditional rectangular garden plot is not necessary for growing home vegetables.  We definitely can garden outside the box!  Only sweet corn demands to be planted in four to six row blocks for good pollination.  Bush green beans also are best in rows but can be planted as a border.   Pole green beans may be grown in a much smaller space on a tepee.   A friend made a playhouse for her children by erecting a very large tepee and covering it with pole beans.  Cucumbers and gourds can be trained up a fence or trellis.  There are also bush cucumbers which take up much less space than the traditional vines.Tomatoes are a vegetable very amenable to be grown in spaces other than the traditional garden.  A corner or square of your yard which receives eight hours of sun can produce luscious fruits unlike any available in the grocery.  With tomato cages or trellises the plants take little space.  There are varieties of tomatoes to grow in pots on the patio and even some that will produce from hanging baskets.Consider the front yard as a place to plant some of your vegetables. Attractive vegetables can be interplanted with flowers.   Colorful lettuce and kale make a lovely border which can be succeeded by annual flowers once the weather turns hot.  Determinate tomatoes (varieties which have a restrained growing habit) and several kinds of pepper plants make a colorful display.Herbs are another group of plants which are both attractive and useful.  Rosemary makes a lovely bush and lavender is very attractive as a border.  Sage, lemon balm, thyme, marjoram and others make a colorful and aromatic display.  Herbs are handy planted near the kitchen door, but if you have your house periodically sprayed for insects, don’t plant them next to the foundation.  I had to move my whole herb garden when we started spraying!
	Page 2: Your family’s size and tastes suggest which vegetables to plant.  Most gardeners find that sweet corn and tomatoes have the greatest taste advantage over store-bought produce.  Corn is a bit of a space hog, but if you have room, by all means, try growing this crop.  Twenty to thirty feet divided into four rows will give a family of four a good taste.  Plant more, staggering the plant dates, if possible.  Six to ten tomato plants should satisfy our family of four, more if you plan to preserve tomatoes.  Beans, spinach, lettuce, turnips and beets are very healthful and easy to grow.  A ten to fifteen feet row of turnips or beets (or the equivalent in a bed) planted early, will feed our family of four and can be succeeded by beans which love the hot weather.  Five feet of lettuce planted in early and late spring and then again in the fall will provide the family with lots of salad.  Succession planting is a good way to stretch your garden space.   Early plantings of broccoli and cauliflower can also be followed by heat-loving vegetables.  Cucumbers and summer squash are short season crops which can easily supplant the cold season crops which bolt in the hot sun.  Radishes have such a short season (three to four weeks) that they can be interplanted with almost anything.Timing your crops is very important to the quality and quantity of the vegetable you grow.  And if you want to plant some unusual varieties, seed catalogs are your best source.  So now is the time to plan your garden, order seeds, and escape the winter doldrums.  
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